7. Nam Van Seashore

During the hot days of summer, Dad loved taking me to Nam Van for a stroll in
the breeze after dinner.
On those days, Dad held my hand and together we walked from Rua de S.

An ice-cream shop called Chiu Kei was there at the crossing of the alley. Dad got
me an ice-cream and I finished the last drop of it before we arrived home. It drove
away the heat I felt before from head to toe!

Domingos, past the Senado Square and up along San Ma Lo, until we reached Nam
Van.
San Ma Lo was an avenue brimming with lights. However, once we turned our
way into Nam Van and reached the shore, we became surrounded by darkness. Only
a few street lamps stood there, shedding dim light upon the shore. Dad lifted me up
onto the stone embankment lining the seashore. I sat on the embankment, staring into
the stark blackness of the seawater, cheerfully toying with the paper fan Dad bought
me on the way. Several huge banyan trees overlooked the bay from the shoreline. We
sat there and let the time pass, refreshed by the sea breeze as we gazed at the stars
scattered across the moonlit sky. Afraid that I might catch a cold from the chill in the
night air, Dad held my hand and in no hurry, we meandered from Nam Van back to
Rua de S. Domingos, passing through Rua do Campo midway.
Heading home, we passed by Calçada das Verdades, the steep alley next to Na
Tcha Temple. Dad took the chance to visit a friend of his from Canton, who worked at
a small, leather shoe factory located at the front end of the alley. The man chatted with
Dad while making shoes but I had no idea what they were talking about. I watched
Dad helping along during their chat, cutting leather into one piece of shoe insole after
another. On our way home, I wondered why Dad knew how to make shoes. Hearing
my curious query, Dad smiled and answered with a tap on my head,
“Didn’t I learn it just by observation?”
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manner, picking up the fish bones one by one from her bowl with her chopsticks and
placing them on the piece of newspaper. Afterwards, she folded it up and bundled
it tightly with a piece of salt water grass2, then handed it to me in a slow motion. I
looked up to see her face, catching sight of her snigger.
I had no idea why she would have done such a thing, nor could I summon up my
courage to ask. I took the bundle and ran back home to give it to Mom. Upon opening
it, Mom was at a loss: why was it all fish bones? I thought Mom would go there right
away and hurl a question at the woman. Yet Mom only shook her head with a long
sigh, without saying anything more. Mom was always so kind and forgiving.
Still, Rua dos Mercadores is a place that carries a part of my happy memories.
When I was a third-grade student in primary school, I got good marks in exams and
ranked third in my class. As a reward, Mom took me to an ice-cream shop there and
treated me to an ice-cream with four flavors. It was a taste of heaven!

2 Salt water grass is a grass-like plant. It was commonly used as string to tie up packages in local markets
in Southern China until the late 1980s.
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20. Pacapio Store

Along Rua de Camilo Pessanha, the store which made the strongest impression on
1

me was the Pacapio store adjacent to the hot water shop near Travessa dos Alfaiates.
Back in that decade, it was popular to buy lottery tickets in Macau to play a game

Every day, crowds would flock to the store for purchase of lottery tickets. In the
old days when it was a common struggle just to make ends meet, it was an alluring
dream for the populace to wake up a millionaire!

called Pacapio. Pacapio was a type of old-fashioned Chinese lottery that came with
the first eighty Chinese characters of the Thousand Character Classic printed on each
ticket. People would select characters and bet on their luck. The results would be
picked by pigeons. Each player had to choose ten characters on one lottery ticket.
The liquor store Dad operated his stall in front of was two to three stores away
from the Pacapio store. I often scampered into the shop just to watch people placing
their bets.
Entering the shop, one could find a high counter on the left with two to three
shopkeepers sitting. On the right was a long table by the wall, upon which stacks of
lottery tickets were available for use. Those who brought a lottery ticket home would
burn holes through characters they chose with a burnt cigarette or incense stick and
then bring it to the store. The alternative was to come to the store, circle the characters
of your choice on the ticket and hand it to the storekeeper. The storekeeper would use
a Chinese writing brush to dot the chosen characters with red cinnabar on a receipt
before stamping a big, square red seal upon it. Players could check the lottery results
with their receipts and claim lottery prizes if they had won the game. Lottery results
were posted on the central wall in the shop.

1 As a game of chance, Pacapio is a form of gambling that emerged in the late Ching Dynasty to become
prevalent among populace in China. Sprouted in Macau since the early 20th century, lottery businesses
would sell tickets printed with Chinese characters of the Thousand Character Classic for people to bet
on.
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of installment payments, could obtain ten boxes of mooncakes in return. When it was
about time to obtain the mooncakes, the bakeries would be swarmed with customers.
I followed Mom to get mooncakes and the bakery gave me a “caged piglet pastry”
as a free gift. Kneaded into the shape of a young pig, the pastry was caged in a delicate
bamboo basket that could be carried. Mom would carry ten boxes of mooncakes and
other free pastries from the bakery with both hands, while I scampered after her with
the caged piglet pastry held in my hand on our way home.
For sales promotion prior to the Mid-Autumn Festival, bakeries would raise MidAutumn-themed decorative archways high above their entrances, which became their
huge advertisement boards. Each year, every decorative archway would be crafted
to deliver a special theme, from “Chang’e Flies to the Moon”, “the Eight Immortals
Cross the Sea” to “Wu Gang2 Chops the Osmanthus Tree” and other folklores. The
archways were three-dimensional art creations lit up with dazzling illuminations or
even animated installations. They were like beautiful pictures that came to life.
On the night of the Mid-Autumn Festival, people would flock to Avenida de
Almeida Ribeiro after dinner to enjoy the splendor of glittering archways, a family fun
activity for young and old. The street was bustling with people meandering back and
forth for a gaze at the glamorous archways festooning both sides of the street. It was a
big feast for the eyes.

2 Chang’e and Wu Gang are both legendary characters in Chinese folklores.
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